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Progress Actional Diagnostics is a complete web services testing solution that integrates seamlessly with WebSphere®
Server and BizTalk®, allowing developers to test services without writing code. The diagnostic functionality of Progress
Actional Diagnostics is designed to help you understand service behavior and identify problems throughout the lifecycle
without the need to write code. It allows you to: Understand and follow process flows of services with real-time process
visualization. Simulate failed communication with a failed service call or message exchange. Debug service-to-service
integration with interdependency mapping. Find deadlocks and other problems with process interactions. Identify
performance bottlenecks and where a service is calling back into itself. Validate quality and compliance of a service using
pre-set testing strategies. Validate conformance of a service to known quality standards or specifications. Get instant
feedback on a service's development quality by applying actions to production-like loads. Get instant feedback on a
service's compliance to known quality standards or specifications. Save time and effort by eliminating the need to write
tests or look for problems by following a process flow with visualization of a service's state and interactions. Improve your
existing application and deployment approach by following an agile methodology with all of the required steps and
capabilities. Progress Actional Diagnostics is a complete WebSphere® Server and BizTalk® middleware integration
solution that can be deployed with your existing middleware as-is, or can be used with the BizTalk® Adapter Designer to
integrate into your existing BizTalk® instance, or with the WebSphere® Adaptor Designer to integrate into your existing
WebSphere® Server instance. Data-Driven Diagnostics Web services diagnostics is often driven by data. Even in the
simplest example, a web service can access a relational database to obtain values to be used in a response or to be passed to
another service. With server-to-server communication such data may be on a different service or process. To effectively
diagnose such services, the diagnostics solution must follow the data so that service interactions can be correctly captured.
In Progress Actional Diagnostics, data can be captured with a light-weight and unobtrusive agent that can monitor, log, and
collect data. The agent provides data about the interactions of each service in the system. These data are used to diagnose
and resolve problems at any phase of the lifecycle, from creation to production. Key features Data-Driven Diagnostics
Provides detailed

Actional Diagnostics
• Facilitates the development and deployment of high-quality, well performing, compliant Web services, without the need
for code. • Accelerates problem diagnosis and resolution, service testing, compliance validation, and quality assurance, with
easy-to-use tools for: - Code-free problem resolution through the ability to understand service behavior and identify
problems throughout the lifecycle without the need to write code. - Validating performance, quality, and compliance to
quickly and easily perform unit, functional, load, compliance, regression, and acceptance testing on services. - Deep
visibility into service behavior and potential bottlenecks by being able to follow process flows and map interdependencies
early in the lifecycle, when problems are easier to find and less costly to fix. - Enable advanced analytics and performance
management, including reporting, alerts, and budgeting, which help you deploy services, track performance, and provide
insights into potential risks. • Enables both technical and business analysts to perform the required tasks, and to focus on
the business problem that needs solving and on the value that the service brings. • Supports simple to complex service
scenarios and builds on existing Actional Diagnostics Crack For Windows-based services for performance monitoring,
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health checks, service traceability, and system integration. • Provides a familiar, easy-to-use, and powerful interface that
makes configuring, managing, and developing services quick and efficient. • Works on all major operating systems and
browsers with no additional costs or time required for setup. Deploy Actional Diagnostics Enterprise Service on Cloud The
Actional Diagnostics Enterprise Service on Cloud allows to run your services on a variety of cloud platforms and use the
service monitoring capabilities to address issues in your service quickly and efficiently, and track performance, health, and
events of your services over time. Save Business Time with Application Resilience Actual Service Performance Checks
Automatic Service Failures Analysis Low Cost, High Performance, 24/7 Monitoring Fast, Easy Service Deployment Endto-End Service Resilience Checks # spacer Generates inline-spacer CSS for the content of an element with 'display:table'
Usage: spacer(name="main", clear=True, line=3) Arguments: name: string, A unique identifier for the generated element.
This will be 81e310abbf
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When web services are deployed for the first time, they need to be set up to work correctly with the network environment.
This may require the use of a service proxy. If the service proxy is not properly configured or configured incorrectly, the
service may not work correctly. A variety of web services fail to work properly in this situation. The Configuration Wizard
in Actional Diagnostics can be used to setup and configure web services for use with a service proxy. The Configuration
Wizard also has the ability to setup and configure a web service for use with a load balancer. This is a step by step tutorial
for the Cisco Web Security Appliance (WSA) Enabling & configuring the WSA for SSL security. The Web Security
Appliance (WSA) is a highly configurable Cisco device designed to enhance and extend the capabilities of the Cisco
ASA-5505. The WSA can be integrated into the Cisco ASA-5505 to create a comprehensive web security infrastructure. In
this module, the WSA SSL Configuration will be demonstrated through a step by step tutorial. The steps will show how to
enable and configure SSL and how to use the Interactive Connectivity Evaluator to check for the validity of the SSL
Certificate. The WSA is based on a Linux Platform with the following components. · Routing Engine · Application
Manager (AM) · Virtual Application Platform (VAP) The WSA can be integrated into the Cisco ASA-5505 through either
a network interface card (NIC) or the WSA Controller. This tutorial will configure the WSA using the WSA Controller in
Integrated mode. The WSA can also be integrated with a new Cisco ASA-5505 that has a second 10 Gbit/s uplink. In this
case, the WSA controller will connect directly to the second interface. The WSA has been enhanced to handle SSL/TSL
sessions. This enables the ASA to handle SSL/TSL sessions and to serve SSL/TSL content. Please be aware that when you
deploy an ASA using the WSA, the ASA will be deployed with a WSA and all ASA services that are running on the ASA
will be available through the WSA. This means that when you configure WSA and the ASA in Integrated mode, then only
the WSA services will be available for the ASA. The WSA provides the following services that are enhanced for SSL
security. · Server ACL · HTTP proxy

What's New in the?
Developing and deploying high-quality, well performing, compliant Web services is no easy task. The inherent
complexities in a service lifecycle that involves frequent updates and shorter QA cycles, together with the challenges of
working with distributed services that have interdependencies, can make development a long and arduous process. Progress
Actional Diagnostics helps overcome those challenges by reducing the complexity of developing, testing and validating
XML-based services, and by making unit testing and compliance checking accessible earlier in the lifecycle and easier to
accomplish. Actional Diagnostics accelerates problem diagnosis and resolution, service testing, compliance validation, and
quality assurance, with easy-to-use tools for: · Code-free problem resolution through the ability to understand service
behavior and identify problems throughout the lifecycle without the need to write code. · Validating performance, quality,
and compliance to quickly and easily perform unit, functional, load, compliance, regression, and acceptance testing on
services. · Deep visibility into service behavior and potential bottlenecks by being able to follow process flows and map
interdependencies early in the lifecycle, when problems are easier to find and less costly to fix. Give Actional Diagnostics a
try to fully asses its capabilities! + + = Info = + Progress Actional Diagnostics is a commercial product for Java developers.
It can be licensed either as a single-user license or as a company license. For pricing information or a demonstration of how
to get started using Actional, contact sales@progress.com or (415) 641-3200. + == Overview == == Overview == −
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Developing and deploying high-quality, well performing, compliant Web services is no easy task. The inherent
complexities in a service lifecycle that involves frequent updates and shorter QA cycles, together with the challenges of
working with distributed services that have interdependencies, can make development a long and arduous process. +
Progress Actional Diagnostics helps overcome those challenges by reducing the complexity of developing, testing and
validating XML-based services, and by making unit testing and compliance checking accessible earlier in the lifecycle and
easier to accomplish. − Actional Diagnostics accelerates problem diagnosis and resolution, service testing, compliance
validation, and quality assurance, with easy-to-use tools for: + == Demo == − − * Code-free problem resolution through
the ability to understand service behavior and identify problems throughout the lifecycle without the need to write code. −
− * Validating performance, quality, and compliance to quickly and easily perform unit, functional, load, compliance,
regression, and acceptance testing on services. − − * Deep visibility into
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System Requirements For Actional Diagnostics:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or newer Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or newer Memory: 3 GB RAM Windows Vista (SP1) or
newer Processor: AMD Athlon 64 or newer Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or ATI Radeon
HD 2600 or newer (when using DX10) DirectX: Version 9.0 Minimum:Windows 7 or newerProcessor: Intel Core 2 Duo or
newerMemory: 3 GB RAMWindows Vista (SP1) or
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